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DEDICATEDTOTHEMEMORYOFMARKKAC 
It was shown in [2] that Burgers’ equation can be obtained as a contraction of a 
certain N-body problem when N --, co. Using this result we derive a variant of the 
Hopf-Cole tKUISfOrIIIatiOn. 0 1985 Academic Press. Inc 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The Hopf-Cole transformation [3, l] 
1" ld v=e-* (0.1) 
carries solutions of the Burgers equation 
u, = u,, + 2uu, (0.2) 
into solutions of the heat equation v, = vX.. The author and M. Kac have 
shown in [2] that Burgers’ equation is the limit when Iv + cc of a con- 
tracted N-body problem 
(0.3) 
IlicjsN 
The operator L = ZiN,,d*/axf + Ci < jS(~i - xj)( d/ax, + d/ax,) can be 
transformed into the Laplacean A = C~ia*/ax~ by an intertwining oper- 
ator Q [2]. Using this connection we have attempted in [2] to obtain a 
linearizing transformation for the Burgers equation hoping to get the 
Hopf-Cole transformation. It is clear now that we missed a turn and got 
lost in horrendous calculations. In this paper, I overcome (or rather avoid) 
the technical difficulties of [2] and obtain the transformation 
which is a close relative of the Hopf-Cole transformation. 
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It would be interesting to understand which nonlinear evolution equa- 
tions can be obtained by contraction from linear N-body problems. It is 
even more interesting to distinguish those nonlinear equations that can be 
linearized using this approach. I hope to return to these questions in a 
future publication. 
The problem was suggested by Mark Kac and I take this opportunity to 
thank him for his cheerful encouragement. 
1. THE N-BODY PROBLEM 
Here I briefly summarize the results of [2]. It is convenient o introduce a 
coupling constant c into the Burgers equation 
u, = u xx + 2cuu,. 0.1) 
For N = 2,3,. . . , set 
L,= ;E+L c 
;=l axf N l<i<j<N 
s(xi-xj) ;+-& 
( I 
0.2) 
I I 
where 6(x) is the Dirac’s delta function. 
The evolution equation 
;F = L,F 
with initial condition F(0; x1,. . . , xN) corresponds to the diffusion of N 
coupled Brownian particles on the line [4]. Operator L, is symmetric with 
respect to permutations of xi,. . . , xN and we restrict L, to the space of 
symmetric functions of N variables. Denote by W t the domain in W N given 
by inequalities xi TS x2 s . . . 5 xN. The symmetric part of L, is equivalent 
to the Laplacean AN = C~~ia2/ax? in R i with the boundary conditions 
a a --- 
ax ax, k+l 
F=O fork= l,...,N- 1. 
From now on we interpret the Eq. (1.3) as an initial value problem in BP f
with the boundary conditions (1.4). In [2] we exhibit an operator QN that 
intertwines the symmetric Laplacean AN with L,. We recall the construc- 
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tion of QN here. For any i, j = 1,. . . , N define the operator QJc) by 
X 
Let S be the operator from all functions F on BP N into symmetric functions 
on RN obtained by restricting F to BP! and then extending it to a 
symmetric function on R “‘. The formula for QN can be written [2] as 
(1.6) 
It is shown in [2] that Qhr has the intertwining property 
LivQ, = Qd,v- (1.7) 
Equation (1.7) means that Q,,, takes Laplacean in Wt with Neumann 
boundary conditions 
(&-k)F=O, k=l,..., N-l (1.8) 
into the Laplacean with the “oblique derivative” boundary conditions (1.4). 
2. CONTRACTION OF THE N-BODY PROBLEM 
Consider the initial value problem (1.3) with the initial condition 
Fj,r(W,,..., xiv) = fo(4 * * . foW (2.1) 
where f. is a fixed smooth function normalized by 
/” fo(x) dx = 1. (2.2) 
-* 
For 1 I n I N denote by F,, N the contracted function 
‘Intertwining operators similar to QN are useful in the study of the delta Bose gas and the 
quantum nonlinear Schrijdinger equation (cf. [S]). 
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It was shown in [2] that the hrnit f, = Iim,, ooFn,N exists for n = 1,2,. . . 
and satisfies the “propagation of chaos” property: 
f,k Xl, * * f 7 X”) = fik 4 * * * fi(C X”). (2.4) 
In what follows we denote the function fi(t; x) by f. Then f (t; x) satisfies 
the Burgers Eq. (1.1) with the initial condition f(0; x) = fo(x) [2]. 
3. LINEARIZING TRANSFORMATION 
Using the results of Sections 1 and 2 we obtain an explicit transformation 
linearizing (1.1). Equation (1.7) implies 
L, = QNk,rQi'- (3.1) 
Exponentiating both sides of (3.1) we get 
e tLN = QNetANQN1 (3.2) 
which implies 
etLNQN = eNetA,. (3.3) 
We take the adjoint to (3.3) with respect to the usual inner products in 
L,(~N)sym = LAWN): 
Q cetLx, = e'A~~;e (3.4) 
Taking the adjoint changes c to -c in the expression (1.2) for L,. Thus we 
have LN( c)* = LN( - c) in an obvious notation. Using the same notation 
we set R, = QN( -c)* and rewrite (3.4) as 
RNetLN = etANRN. (3.5) 
For any FN E L2(WN),, the vector FN(t) = etLNFN is the solution of the 
initial value problem (1.3) with the initial condition FN and we have 
according to (3.5) 
R N etLNF N = etANR F N N' (3.6) 
Denote by C,, N(l I n I N) the operator of contracting variables 
X n+l,. . . , xN; i-e.9 
(C,,NF)(X~,...,XN) = /_m_ --. /_m_du,+, ..- dx,F(x, ,..., xN). 
(3.7) 
Since the right-hand side of (3.6) satisfies the heat equation in N dimensions 
the function (pN( t; xi) = C,, Ne tA~RNFN satisfies the heat equation in vari- 
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ables t and xi with the initial condition C,,,,RNFN. By (3.6) 
(pN = C,,,R,etLNFN (3.8) 
so qN is expressed in terms of the solution of (1.3) with initial condition F,,,. 
It remains to show that when FN is given by (2.1), limA,..+m’pN = cp exists 
and obtain an expression for cp in terms of f = lim,, aoC1,NefL~FN. We do 
this in the rest of the paper. 
4. EXPLICIT COMPUTATION 
Denote by h(x) the characteristic function of [0, cc) (Heavyside function). 
Expanding (1.6) in powers of c and rearranging terms in the expansion we 
iset 
QN= Ncy(&)"(i, jl) ~,(i.,jn)h(x' - xiJ 9 7 
The second summation in (4.1) is over all sets of n ordered pairs of indices. 
Notice that operators Qi, j(c) all commute so the order of pairs 
(4, jl), * -. , (i,, j,) does not matter. An elementary computation shows that 
QJc)* = - Qj,i(-~). Thus (4.1) implies 
RN = Ncy&$)‘,, j~),~,(i",j")Qil.jl(c) 
-.- Qi,,.(c)h(xil -xi,) a.0 h(xin - xjn). (4.2) 
The operator Qi,, j,(c) * * * Qin,jJc) has factor (a/ax,, + a/ax,) 
. * ’ (a/ax,” + a/ax,“) on the left. So C,, NQi,, jl(c) . . . Qi,, j,(c) is zero 
unless all pairs (ii, j,), . . . , (i,, j,) contain index 1. If (i, j) and (j, i) both 
occur among pairs (il, jJ, . . . , (i,, j,) the corresponding term in (4.2) will 
be zero because h(x, - xj)h(xj - xi) = 0. Thus we have 
N( N- I)/2 
Cl,NRN = x0 (c/W" c G,NQl,i,(c> 
l<i,-e ... <i,<N 
l<j,< . <j,lN 
p+4=n 
* . * Ql,ip(C)Qjl,l(C) . * * Qj,,l(c)h(xl - Xi,) 
**a h(x, - Xi.)h(Xj, - X1) ‘*. h(Xi, - x1)e (4.3) 
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When C,,,R, is applied to a symmetric function ON of xl,. . . , xN the 
terms corresponding to multiindices (it, . . . , i,; j,, . . . , j,) and 
(i;, . . . , ‘6; ji, . . . , jJ in (4.3) are equal if one multiindex is obtained from 
another by a permutation of (2,. . . , N). Thus we can rewrite (4.3) as 
Cl, NRNQN = (N - l)! p!q!(  - p - q - l)! Cl.NQIJ(c) 
p+qsN-1 
.-. QI,~+~ (c)Q,+&) . . . Qp-tq+&)hh - ~2) 
‘. . h(x, - Xp+l)h(Xp+2 - ‘1) - ’ * h(Xp+q+l - x&=& 
(4.4 
The operator Q1,2W -- Q,+q+l,l(c)Wxl - x2) - h(~~+~+~ - x1) in 
(4.4) does not act on variables x~+~+~, . . . , xN therefore 
C,,.Q&> . . . Qp+q+&)hh - ~2) . -a h(xp+q+l - -4% 
=c l,p+q+lQ&) . . . Qp+q+~,~(+b~ - ~2) 
’ * * h(Xp+q+l - xl)cp+q+l, N@N* (4.5) 
Setting QN = e ‘L~FN where FN is given by (2.1) we have by propagation of 
chaos (2.4) 
C p+q+l,Ne ‘L”FN N;)mf(c Xl) * - * .a; xp+q+l)- (4.6) 
It is clear from (1.5) that when N * 00, Qi,j<c> + Qi,j given by 
~~~dtF(x~ ,..., xi-t ,..., xj+t ,..., x,). 
(4.7) 
To simplify notation we denote x1 by x, x2 by x1,. . ., x,+t by x,. 
Denote C,, n by C, and h(x - x1) ... h(x,+, - x) by H(p, q). The argu- 
ment above implies that when N + cc, expansion (4.4) for (Pi = 
CNRNefLNFN converges term by term to the expansion 
‘p = ii f ’ c -kQ, 2 . -. Q,,,Q,+,,, 
n-0 i 1 p+q-” PW ’ 
p-q20 
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Recall that f(t; x) satisfies the Burgers Eq. (1.1) with the initial condition 
to(x). As we have seen in Section 3, IJ+, satisfies the one-dimensional heat 
equation with the initial condition C,R.F,. Expansion (4.8) if it converges 
defines a nonlinear operator T on functions of t and x which has a 
homogeneous expansion T = CF-,,(c/2)“T,. Operator T does not depend 
on time so for brevity we supress t in calculations. 
Denote by E,, the expansion operator 
4: f(x) + fb)fb,) . . . fk)- (4.9) 
Let A,., be the linear operator from functions of n = p + q + 1 variables 
into functions of one variable given by 
and let HP,4 be the operator of multiplication by H,,,(x, x1, 
Then the T operator takes form 
T=f;” C-AH 
n=O (I( 
1 
P+4’n p!q! pT4 py4 
E, 
so the nonlinearity of T, is due to En which has degree n + 1. 
Our goal is to simplify the expression for A,,,. If cP(x, . . 
function of n + 1 variables we have from (1.5) and (4.7) 
. . 
(4.10) 
*‘xp+q. ) 
(4.11) 
XJ is a 
@(x-r,- *** -rt,+t,+l+ ... +t,,x+t,,...,x 
+t,,x - tp+l )...) x - t,). 
We evaluate the integral (4.12) by induction on n = p + q. Set 
*(x,x, ,..., x,,) = mdt,... dt,-, 
(4.12) 
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Then 
X 
I 
O”dt$(x + t,, x I,..., x,-1,x, - t,). (4.14) 
0 
Freezing the values of x1,. . . , x,-~ we consider the inner integral in (4.14) 
/-;dxnfdtn(; + ;)*(x + tn,x~,...rx,-1,x, - 1,). 
(4.15) 
The change of variables u = x -t t,, u = x, - t, in (4.15) yields 
=- J m d&(x,x, ,..., x,+u). (4.16) -U2 
Going back to the integral (4.12) we have 
(A,,,@)(X) = -jm e-e /-;dxl -e- dx,,-, -&+ & 
-CC i 1 
-.a dt,-, 
/ 
M dx,@(x -t, - *** +t,-,, 
-m 
x1 + II,..., X,-l - fn-*, x,). (4.17) 
This integral is of the same type as (4.12) with n replaced by n - 1. 
Continuing the reduction we have after n steps 
(A,,,@)(X) = (-l)‘Jm *.a /:/x1 .a. dxn@(x,xl,...,x,). 
--oo 
(4.18) 
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Thus 
Since I;( x, x1, . . . , x,) = E,,f = f(x)f(x& - *. f(x,) the right-hand side 
of (4.19) is equal to 
wf(x)(j* fo~x)p(~wfo~x)9. (4.20) 
-UZ x 
Denoting for brevity / o. f (x) dx, /Tf (x) dx by j”f, /, f, respectively, we 
have from (4.8) 
d-4 = (Tf)W = E (f)‘,+~=.~(-l)9f(x)i/ii’(/f)’ 
n-0 x 
=f(x)~o(~)“/~!,~=*a(-l)9(~xf)~(~f)9 
=fb);o(( ;)n/$i -[f]” 
= fW 
d (c/2)ll”f-lxfl =,-l-eww”f-I*fl* 
l3X 
(4.21) 
Expansion (4.21) obviously converges which justifies taking the limit cp = 
lim N + co(PN* 
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